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Agenda •What is Google Summer of Code? •What are the goals of the program? •How does Google Summer of Code work? •Google Summer of Code timeline •Stipends •Participating projects •Why should I participate? •Useful links



What is Google Summer of Code? Google Summer of Code is a program designed to encourage university student participation in open source software development.



What are the goals of the program? •Inspire young developers to begin participating in open source development •Provide students in computer science and related fields the opportunity to do work related to their academic pursuits during the summer •Give students more exposure to real-world software development scenarios (e.g. mailing list etiquette, distributed development, etc.)



What are the goals of the program? •Get more open source code created and released for the benefit of all •Help open source projects identify and bring in new developers and committers



How does Google Summer of Code work? •Program genesis: “flip bits, not burgers” during summer holidays •Exposure to real-world software development •Students submit project proposals to the organizations, who select student(s) and pair with mentor(s) from the org •Students must execute milestones laid out in their accepted project proposal •Program stipend allows students to concentrate on OSS development



Google Summer of Code timeline •9 - 20 February, 2015: Google begins accepting applications from open source projects. •2 March, 2015: List of accepted organizations announced on google-melange.com. •16 – 27 March, 2015: Student application period. •27 April, 2015: Accepted students announced on google-melange.com. •25 May, 2015: Students begin coding. •3 July, 2015: Mid-term evaluation deadline. •28 August, 2015: Final evaluation deadline.



Stipends •Google will provide a stipend of 6000 USD per accepted student developer, of which 5500 USD goes to the student and 500 USD goes to the mentoring organization. •Accepted students in good standing with their mentoring organizations will receive 500 USD shortly after coding begins. •Students who pass their mid-term evaluations will receive 2250 USD shortly after the mid-term evaluations.



Stipends •Students who receive passing final evaluations will receive 2750 USD shortly after the final evaluation deadline. •Payments will be made to those mentoring organizations that request stipends for their students by November, 2014.



Participating projects •Hardware Management •Operating Systems •Mobile, Portable, Handheld Devices •Databases



Participating projects •Programming Languages •Video, Music, TV, and Photography •Code Design, Development & Management •Humanitarian Efforts •Content Management •Biology, Analytical Sciences, Health Care •And More!



Why should I participate? Organizations gain: New contributors and Code Global Exposure Students gain: Skills Real World Experience Sample Code Contacts



Useful links Melange: http://www.google-melange.com Google Summer of Code discussion list: https://groups. google.com/forum/#!forum/google-summer-of-codediscuss Google Summer of Code student manual: http: //flossmanuals.net/GSoCStudentGuide/



Thank You! We look forward to your participation.



www.google-melange.com
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What is Google Summer of Code? Developers






â€¢Inspire young developers to begin participating in open source development. â€¢Provide students in computer science and related fields the opportunity to do ... 
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Google Summer of Code (GSoC) is an online, international program designed to ... University students spend their time outside of school working in a field that can help ... Statistics. â—‹ In 13 years over 13,000 students from 107 countries have.
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I was among the first 1000 programmers in the world to successfully write an application in Swift,. Apple's latest programming language. I have also started iOS application development since summer 2014 and am slowly learning it. I have developed a W
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A comprehensive, modular IDE. â€“ Ready to use out of the box. â€“ Support for latest Java specifications. & standards. â€“ Other languages too. (PHP, C/C++, etc). â€“ Intuitive workflow. â€“ Debugger, Profiler,. Refactoring, etc. â€“ Binaries & ZIPs
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Demonstrate the final application and give participants the chance to play around with it, so they know what they'll be building. 3. Introduce the strategy of having ...
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Jan 16, 2017 - exposure to real-world software development, including coding work, documentation, and open ... If you do not have a Google account, you can.
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some existing code into a system under development, pro- grammers need to properly understand source code. De- pending on the specific task, such an ...
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Environmental Science and Technology Institute,. Autonomous ... â€œThere is no alternativeâ€�. In reality: .... 3) Real - Real economy: flows of energy and material.
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There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. What is ESP.pdf.
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1Storage, the base of a backup system. 1.1Data repository models. Whoops! There was a problem loading this page. Retrying... Whoops! There was a problem ...
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binding energy that holds the electron to the nucleus; most amazing, the presence of this negative binding energy lowers the mass of the atom! It's as if negative ...
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â€œNothing can be more childish than the dogma, that because every sale is a purchase, and every purchase a sale ..... capitalists firms with huge amounts of cheap labor. ...... The profits obtained by upgrading existing computers do not justify ...
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Sign in. Loadingâ€¦ Page 1. Whoops! There was a problem loading more pages. Retrying... What is NAS.pdf. What is NAS.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In.
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C.R.M.Hurd. D.E.W.Burgess. Ans:A. 73.The concept 'Umland'means: ... Viticulture meant for: A.Lemon cultivation. B.Apple cultivation. C.Orange cultivation.
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